The Great Britain Outrigger Return to Outrigger Teamsport plan, based on the risk assessment below, is led by
Government advice to Sport and Recreation. The return to teamsport in crew-boats (OC2, V3, OC4, V6/OC6 and V12)
guidance should be viewed alongside Great Britain Outrigger’s ongoing COVID-19 guidance and the government’s
guidance to sport and recreation.

Activity

Possible
Proximity
Interactions

Restrictions

Likelihood

COVID Risk
Level

Mitigations

Single person outrigger (OC1, V1) (and crew boats made up of single households)
Launching
the boat

Others launching
boats

Only same household able to
help launch boats

Low

Low

Limited access to boathouse
Consider use of face coverings

On the
water

Other crews on
the water in
different boats

None

Low

Low

Boats instructed to maintain
distance

Low

Low

Limited access to boathouse

Mixed household crews (OC2, V3, V6 and V12)
Launching
the boat

Other boats

2m distance must be
maintained when launching

Consider use of face coverings

On the
water

Other crew
members

2m distance must be
maintained when launching

Medium

Low

Records of all crews
maintained for test and trace
for 21 days

Other crews on
the water

None

Low

Low

Boats instructed to maintain
distance

Crew members
(>1m)

Timing between crew
members adhered to

High

Medium

Records of all crews
maintained for test and trace
for 21 days
Reduced by using smaller
boats
Consistent crews to reduce
mixing

Crew members
(0-1m,
slipstream, nonfleeting)
e.g. out of sync
outrigging

Water conditions should be
such that crew members can
maintain consistent timing and
body movement

Medium

Increased

Records of all crews
maintained for test and trace
for 21 days
Reduced by using smaller
boats
Consistent crews to reduce
mixing
Consider use of face coverings
if weather/ water conditions
allow
Leave seat 5 empty if weather/
water conditions allow

Coach Boats and Safety Launches (2 – 3 persons on board)
Normal
operation –

Dependent on
size of RIB may

Utilise same household crews
OR Single Person OR Face

Medium

Increased

Utilise same household crews

driving at
speed

be <1m

covering

Single person operating
Face covering where >1m
cannot be maintained

Mark
Laying

>1m

None

Low

Low

None

Rescue of
person in
water

<1m

Experienced crew with
members well practiced in
rescue procedures

Medium

Medium

Wear face covering.
Ensure causality is facing away
from the safety boat.
If able casualty to self-rescue
using strap or ladder
If casualty conscious and able
they should wear face
coverings once aboard safety
boat

